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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the uniqueness of nonnegative solutions of
the CauchyDirichlet problem (in short, the uniqueness of the positive
Dirichlet problem)
tu= :
N
i, j=1
j (aij (x, t) iu)+ :
N
i=1
bi (x, t) i u&V(x, t) u
in DT , (1.1)
u(x, t)=0 on D_(0, T ), (1.2)
u(x, 0)#0 in D. (1.3)
Here D is an unbounded domain in RN, T a positive constant, DT=
D_(0, T ), t=t, and i=xi , i=1, 2, ..., N. Throughout this paper
we assume that A=[aij (x, t)]Ni, j=1 , b=[b
i (x, t)]Ni=1 , and V are positive
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definite symmetric matrix-valued, RN-valued, R-valued functions on DT ,
respectively, such that
sup
|!|=1, ! # RN
(A!, !) , ( inf
|!|=1, ! # RN
(A!, !) )&1 # Lloc(DT ),
(1.4)
|b| # L((0, T ); L2ploc(D)), V # L
((0, T); L ploc(D)),
where (x, y) =Ni=1 xi y i , x, y # R
N and p>N2 for N2 and p>1 for
N=1.
The classical Widder uniqueness theorem [W] says that any non-
negative solution of the Cauchy problem for the heat equation on R is
determined uniquely by the initial data. Subsequently, the Widder result
was extended to parabolic equations on non-compact Riemannian
manifolds (cf. [AT, Ar, AB2, D2, IM1, IM2, KT, LY, M1, M2, M4, M5,
Pinc], and references therein). Among others, Ishige and Murata [IM1,
IM2] introduced an intrinsic metric for a parabolic equation, and gave a
sharp and general condition on the uniqueness of the positive Cauchy
problem (i.e., the uniqueness of nonnegative solutions of the Cauchy
problem) for parabolic equations on complete Riemannian manifolds. On
the other hand, Murata [M5] gave several cylinders where the uniqueness
of the positive Dirichlet problem for the heat equation holds. For the
results concerning the non-uniqueness of the positive Cauchy problem and
the positive Dirichlet problem for parabolic equations, see [Az, D1, EK,
IKO, IM1, IM2, Kh, M1M5, Pinc, Pins].
In this paper we give a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the
positive Dirichlet problem (which is abbreviated as UPD) for (1.1)(1.3) to
hold. Furthermore, we generalize several results of UPD for the heat equa-
tion in [M5]. Our sufficient condition is optimal in the sense that UPD
does not necessarily hold without our sufficient condition (cf. [M5]).
Consider the positive Dirichlet problem for (1.1)(1.3) under the condi-
tion (1.4). We say that u is a solution of (1.1)(1.3) when u is a measurable
function on DT belonging to L((0, T ); L2loc(D)) & L
2((0, T ); H 10, loc(D))
and satisfies
lim
t  0 |D u(x, t) (x) dx=0,  # C

0 (D),
|
T
0
|
D _&ut .+ :
N
i, j=1
a ij (x, t) i uj .
& :
N
i=1
bi (x, t) i u.+V(x, t) u.& dx dt=0
for any . # C 0 (D_(0, T )).
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In order to state our main result, we give several notations and condi-
tions on the coefficients of the Eq. (1.1). We introduce an intrinsic metric
for the parabolic Eq. (1.1) under the following condition on the matrix A:
(A1) There exist a positive definite symmetric matrix-valued con-
tinuous function G(x)=[ gij (x)]Ni, j=1 on D and a positive constant + such
that
+(G(x) !, !)(A(x, t) !, !) +&1(G(x) !, !) ,
(x, t) # DT , ! # RN. (1.5)
Under the condition (A1), define the function d on D _D as
d(x, y)=inf[L(#) | # # Lip([0, 1]: D ), #(0)=x, #(1)= y], x, y # D ,
(1.6)
where
L(#)=|
1
0
(G&1(#(s)) #* (s), #* (s)) 12 ds, #* (s)=d#(s)ds.
We call the function d an intrinsic metric for the parabolic Eq. (1.1). For
the intrinsic metric d, we assume that
(A2) D is an unbounded domain in RN with a point O # D such that
lim
x # D, |x|  
d(O, x)=. (1.7)
Let M be any positive definite symmetric matrix. Then there exist N
positive eigenvalues of M, [*i]Ni=1 , and an orthonormal matrix S such that
tSMS=4, 4=[*i $ij]Ni, j=1 , I=[$ij]
N
i, j=1 ,
where tS is the transposed matrix of S and I is the identity matrix. For
: # R, we put
M:= tS4:S, 4:=[*:i $ij]
N
i, j=1 .
For y, z # RN and r>0, we put
( y, z) M=(My, Mz) , &y&M=( y, y) 12M ,
BM( y, r)=[z # RN | &z& y&M<r],
B( y, r)=[z # RN | |z& y|<r],
B( y, r)=[z # D | d(z, y)<r].
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Then MBM(0, r)=B(0, r). For simplicity, we set
& }&x=& }&G&12(x) , B(x, r)=BG&12(x)(x, r), x # D , r>0.
Furthermore, for any positive definite symmetric matrices M1 and M2 , we
say that M1M2 if
(M1!, !)(M2 !, !) , ! # RN.
We impose the following conditions on the matrix G, which are concerned
with the bounded geometry condition given in [IM2].
(A3) There exist a positive constant :1 and a nonincreasing positive
Lipschitz function _ on [0, ) such that
(i) |

1
_(s) ds=;
(ii) :&11 G( y)G(x):1G( y), x # D , y # D & B(x, _(d(O, x))).
In terms of the function _ in (A3) and the intrinsic metric d, we describe
the following growth conditions (A4) on b and V, which are concerned
with the relative boundedness condition given in [IM2].
(A4) Let K be a compact set in D such that O # K. Then there exist
positive constants :2 and :3 such that for any R>1
(i) sup
0tT
x # B(O, R)"K {|D & B(x, _(R)) [(A&1b, b)+V&] p dy=
1p
:2 min(R, _&1(R))_(R);
(ii) sup
0tT
x # B(O, R)"K {|D & B(x, _(R)) [V+( y, t)] p dy=
1p
:3 _2(R).
Here
|
B
f dx=
1
|B| |B f dx, f
\=max[\f, 0]
for a measurable function f, where |B| is the Lebesgue measure of B. The
conditions (A1)(A4) are similar to those of [IM1, IM2]. In particular, for
the case D=RN, the conditions (A1)(A4) are optimal conditions such
that the uniqueness of the positive Cauchy problem for (1.1) and (1.3)
holds (see [IM1, IM2]).
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We furthermore need some conditions on D to obtain the result on
UPD.
Definition. Let 0 be a domain in RN. Let M be a positive definite
matrix valued function on 0. We say that 0 is a Lipschitz domain with
scaling function M if, for any x # 0, there exists a Lipschitz function . on
RN&1 with Lipschitz constant m independent of x, such that
(i) M(x)[0 & BM(x)(x, 1)&x]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, zN) | zN>.(z$),
z$ # RN&1];
(ii) M(x)[0 & BM(x)(x, 1)&x]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, .(z$) | z$ # RN&1].
For {>0, put
D{=[x # D | B(x, {_(d(O, x)))/D].
We impose the following condition on D.
(A5) (i) Let H be a positive definite matrix valued function on D.
Assume that D is a Lipschitz domain in RN with scaling function H satisfying
:&14 G
&1(x)_2(d(O, x)) H2(x):4 G&1(x), x # D, (1.8)
for some positive constant :4 .
(ii) There exists a positive constant r0 with the following property:
for any {1>0, there exist positive constants C and {2 such that for any
x # D{1 , there exists a curve
# # Lip([0, 1] : B(O, r0) _ D{2) (1.9)
with #(0)=O and #(1)=x, satisfying
L(#)Cd(O, x)+C. (1.10)
Now we are ready to state one of our main result. Under the conditions
(A1)(A5), we have the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Assume (A1)(A5). Then a nonnegative solution of
(1.1)(1.3) is identically zero on DT .
Remark. Theorem 1.1 is an extension of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in [M5]
(see Theorem 1.2, Theorem 7.5, and Theorems 8.1 and 8.1).
Remark. We remark that without the condition (A5)(i) with the func-
tion _ satisfying (A3)(i), UPD does not necessarily hold. See Example 8.4.
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It generally depends on the shape of the domain D whether the condition
(A5)(ii) holds or not, and it is worth giving a sufficient condition for
(A5)(ii) to hold. In Section 7 we give a sufficient condition for the condi-
tion (A5)(ii) to hold (see Proposition 7.1 in Section 7). Here, by using the
sufficient condition for (A5)(ii), we give a uniqueness result for the positive
Dirichlet problem only for the heat equation (see Proposition 7.1 and
Theorem 7.5).
Theorem 1.2. Let D be an unbounded domain in RN and T a positive
constant. Consider the positive Dirichlet problem
t u= :
N
i, j=1
j (aij (x, t) iu) in DT ,
u(x, t)=0 on D_(0, T),
u(x, 0)=0 in D.
Assume that the matrix A=[aij (x, t)]Ni, j=1 satisfies the condition (A1) with
G replaced by the identity matrix I. Let O # D and _ be a nonincreasing
positive Lipschitz function on [0, ) satisfying (A3)(i). Assume that there
exists a positive definite matrix valued function J on D satisfying
*&1IJ(x)*I, x # D
for some constant *>0, such that
(i) D is a Lipschitz domain with scaling function H(x)=
_&1(d(x)) J(x), where d is the function defined by
d(x)=inf {|
1
0
|#* (s)| ds } # # Lip([0, 1] : D ), #(0)=O, #(1)=x= , x # D ;
(ii) There exist a compact set K/D and a positive constant C such that
|J&1(x) eN&J&1( y) eN |C_&1(d(x)) |x& y|,
x, y # D"K, eN=[$ iN]Ni=1 .
Then uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet problem holds true.
In order to obtain our results, we obtain growth estimates of non-
negative solutions of (1.1)(1.3) and the volume of B(O, R) by using the
scaling argument and the interior and the boundary Harnack inequalities.
Furthermore we prove Theorem 1.1 by using these growth estimates and
the following theorem, which is obtained in a similar way as in [IM1,
IM2].
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Theorem 1.3. Assume (A1)(A4). Let u be a solution of (1.1)(1.3)
satisfying, for any 0<$<T,
|
T&$
0
|
B(O, R)"B(O, R2)
u2 dx dtexp(CR_&1(R)), R>1, (1.11)
where C is a positive constant depending only on $. Then u is identically zero
in DT .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
some preliminary lemmas and recall interior and boundary Harnack
inequalities. In Sections 3 and 4 we give the growth estimates of the non-
negative solutions by using the interior and the boundary Harnack
inequalities. In Section 5 we obtain the volume estimates of B(O, R) as
R  . In Section 6 we complete the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. In
Section 7 we give a sufficient condition for (A5)(ii) to hold. In Section 8 we
give several examples of our main results in order to illustrate our sufficient
condition.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give preliminary lemmas and recall interior and
boundary Harnack inequalities to obtain the growth estimates of the non-
negative solutions.
Let _ be a nonincreasing positive Lipschitz function on [0, ) satisfying
(A3)(i). Assume that (An) (n=4, 5) holds with the function _. Put
_~ (s)=min(_(s), 1s), s>0. Then _~ (s)_(s) on (0, ), and by Lemma 2.4
in [IM2],
|

0
_~ (s) ds=.
So, the function _~ satisfies (A3)(i), and (An) (n=4, 5) holds with _
replaced by _~ . Therefore, in what follows, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that _ satisfies the following conditions,
s_(s)1, s>0, (P1)
|

1
_(s) ds=, (P2)
|_(s1)&_(s2)|: |s1&s2 |, s1 , s2>0, (P3)
for some positive constant :.
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We give two lemmas which are concerned with the intrinsic metric d and
the norms & }&G&12(x) and & }&H(x) .
Lemma 2.1. Let O # D. Assume (A1), (A3), and (A5)(i). Then, for x # D
and y # D & B(x, _(d(O, x))),
:&121 &!&y&!&x:121 &!&y , ! # RN. (2.1)
Furthermore, for x # D,
:&124 &!&x_(d(O, x)) &!&H(x):
12
4 &!&x , ! # R
N. (2.2)
Proof. We first prove the inequality (2.1). Let x # D and
y # D & B(x, _(d(O, x))). By (A3)(ii),
:&11 (G( y) !, !)(G(x) !, !) :1(G( y) !, !) , ! # R
N.
By setting !=G&12( y) !$, !$ # RN, we have
:&11 |!$|
2(G&12( y) G(x) G&12( y) !$, !$) :1 |!$| 2, !$ # RN. (2.3)
The matrix G&12( y) G(x) G&12( y) is a positive definite symmetric one,
and
[G&12( y) G(x) G&12( y)]&1=G12( y) G&1(x) G12( y).
This together with (2.3) implies
:&11 |!$|
2(G12( y) G&1(x) G12( y) !$, !$):1 |!$| 2, !$ # RN.
By setting !$=G&12( y) ’, ’ # RN, we have
:&11 (G
&1( y) ’, ’)(G&1(x) ’, ’) :1(G&1( y) ’, ’) , ’ # RN.
So we get the inequality (2.1).
Next we prove the inequality (2.2). Let z # D. By (1.8),
:&14 (G
&1(z) !, !)_2(d(O, z))(H2(z) !, !) :4(G&1(z) !, !) ,
! # RN.
Then we have
:&124 &!&z_(d(O, z)) &!&H(z):124 &!&z , ! # RN.
Therefore we get the inequality (2.2), and the proof of Lemma 2.1 is
complete. K
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Lemma 2.2. Let O # D. Assume (A1), (A3), and (A5)(i). Then there exist
positive constants C and { such that
|d(O, x)&d(O, y)|d(x, y)C &x& y&x ,
1
2

_(d(O, y))
_(d(O, x))

3
2
, (2.4)
for all x # D , y # D & B(x, {_(d(O, x))).
Proof. Let { be a sufficiently small positive constant. Let x # D ,
y # D & B(x, {_(d(O, x))). We first prove the inequalities (2.4) for the case
B(x, {_(d(O, x)))/D . Then we put
#1(s)#(1&s) x+sy # D & B(x, {_(d(O, x))), 0s1.
By (1.6) and (2.1), we have
|d(O, x)&d(O, y)|d(x, y)L(#1)=|
1
0
&#* 1(s)&#1(s) ds (2.5)
:121 |
1
0
&#* 1(s)&x ds=:121 &x& y&x
:121 {_(d(O, x)).
By (P3) and (2.5),
|_(d(O, x))&_(d(O, y))|: |d(O, x)&d(O, y)|::121 {_(d(O, x)).
So we have
(1&::121 {) _(d(O, x))_(d(O, y))(1+::
12
1 {) _(d(O, x)).
Taking a sufficiently small { if necessary, we have
1
2

_(d(O, y))
_(d(O, x))

3
2
. (2.6)
So we get the inequalities (2.4) for the case B(x, {_(d(O, x)))/D .
Next we prove the inequalities (2.4) for the case B(x, {_(d(O, x)))/3 D .
Then there exists a point z # D & B(x, {_(d(O, x))) such that
#2(s)#(1&s) x+sz # D , 0s1.
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By (2.5) and (2.6), we have
|d(O, x)&d(O, z)|d(x, z):121 {_(d(O, x)),
1
2

_(d(O, z))
_(d(O, x))

3
2
.
(2.7)
By (2.1) and (2.7), we have
&x&z&z , &y&z&z&y&x&z+&x&z&z:121 (&y&x&x+&x&z&x)
<2:121 {_(d(O, x))4:
12
1 {_(d(O, z)).
This together with (2.2) implies
&x&z&H(z) , &y&z&H(z)<4(:1 :4)12 {. (2.8)
Taking a sufficiently small { so that 4:121 :4 {1 if necessary, we have
x, y # BH(z)(z, {~ ), {~ =4(:1:4)12 {1.
Set
’=H(z)(x&z), !=H(z)( y&z) # B(0, {~ ).
By (A5)(i), there exists a Lipschitz function . on RN&1 with Lipschitz
constant m independent of z such that
H(z)[D & BH(z)(z, 1)&z]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, zN) | zN>.(z$), z$ # RN&1],
H(z)[D & BH(x)(z, 1)&z]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, .(z$) | z$ # RN&1].
Define a curve #3 # Lip([0, 1]: B(0, {~ )) as
#3(s)={
(1&4s) ’+4s(’$, .(’$))
((2&4s) ’$, .((2&4s) ’$))
((4s&2) !$, .((4s&2) !$))
(4&4s)(!$, .(!$))+(4s&3) !
if 0s<14,
if 14s<12,
if 12s<34,
if 34s1.
Set
#4(s)=z+H &1(z) #3(s), 0t1.
By (A5)(i) and (2.2),
#4(s) # D & BH(z)(z, {~ )/D & B(z, _(d(O, z))), 0t1,
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and #4(0)=x, #4(1)= y. By (1.6), (2.1), and (2.2),
|d(O, x)&d(O, y)|d(x, y)|
1
0
&#* 4(s)&#4(s) ds
:121 |
1
0
&#* 4(s)&z ds
(:1 :4)12 _(d(O, z)) |
1
0
&#* 4(s)&H(z) ds
=(:1 :4)12 _(d(O, z)) |
1
0
|#* 3(s)| ds. (2.10)
By (2.9), there exists a positive constant C depending on m such that
|
1
0
|#* 3(s)| dsC{~ .
This together with (2.7) and (2.10) implies
|d(O, x)&d(O, y)|d(x, y)(:1:4)12 C{~ _(d(O, z))6C:1 :4 {_(d(O, x)).
(2.11)
Similarly in (2.6), we have
(1&6C::1:4 {) _(d(O, x))_(d(O, y))(1+6C::1:4{) _(d(O, x)).
Taking a sufficiently small { so that 6C::1:4{12 if necessary, we have
1
2

_(d(O, y))
_(d(O, x))

3
2
.
This together with (2.11) implies the inequalities (2.4) for the case B(x, _(d
(O, x)))/3 D . Consequently, the proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. K
Next we recall an interior and a boundary Harnack inequalities of non-
negative solutions for parabolic equations. Consider the parabolic equation
t v= :
N
i, j=1
 j (A ij (x, t)  iv)+ :
N
i=1
Bi (x, t) iv&V(x, t) v
in E_(&1, 1), (2.12)
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where E is a bounded domain in RN. Here A(x, t)=[Aij (x, t)]Ni, j=1
satisfies
*IA(x, t)*&1I, (x, t) # E_(&1, 1),
for some positive constant *, and |B|2+|V | # L((&1, 1) : L p(E )), where
B=[Bi (x, t)]Ni=1 , and p>N2 for N2 and p>1 for N=1. Then we have
the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.3 (Interior Harnack Inequality) (see [Ar, I]). Let E=B(0, 2)
and let v be a nonnegative solution of (2.12) in E_(&1, 1). Then there exists
a positive constant C such that
sup
B(0, 1)_(&34, &14)
vC inf
B(0, 1)_(14, 34)
v.
Here C depends only on *, p, N, and &|B|2+|V |&L((&1, 1): Lp(B(0, 2))) .
Lemma 2.4 (Boundary Harnack Inequality) (see [Sa, I]). Let E be a
Lipschitz domain in RN such that
E & B(0, 1)=[(x$, xN) | xN>.(x$), x$ # RN&1] & B(0, 1),
E & B(0, 1)=[(x$, .(x$)) | x$ # RN&1] & B(0, 1),
where . is a Lipschitz function in RN&1 with Lipschitz constant m. Let v be
a nonnegative solution of (2.12) in E_(&1, 1) such that v=0 on
E_(&1, 1). Then there exists a positive constant C such that
v(x, t)Cv(reN , 2r2) in (E & B(0, r))_(&r2, r2), 0<r<14.
Here C depends only on *, p, N, m, and &|B|2+|V |&L((&1, 1) : Lp(E)) .
3. INTERIOR GROWTH ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we give a growth estimate of nonnegative solution of
(1.1)(1.3) in D{ . We obtain the growth estimate by using the interior
Harnack inequality. The method of this section is similar to in [IM1,
IM2]. In what follows, we may and will assume that the coefficients A, b,
and V of the Eq. (1.1) are defined for t # R by setting, for any k # Z,
F(t)=F(t&2kT ) for t # [2kT, (2k+1) T],
F(t)=F((2k+2) T&t) for t # [(2k+1) T, (2k+2) T],
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where F=A, b, V. Furthermore, if u is a solution of (1.1) and (1.3), we may
and will assume that u is a continuous solution of (1.1) in D_(&, T )
such that u(x, t)#0 for (x, t) # D_(&, 0] (cf. [Ar, I, IM1, IM2, Se]).
Let O # D. In what follows, we put d(x)=d(O, x), x # D , for simplicity.
For (x, t) # DT , set
Qx, t(r)=B(x, r_(d(x)))_(t&r2_2(d(x)), t+r2_2(d(x))),
Q&x, t(r)=B \x, r_(d(x))2 +_\t&
3r2_2(d(x))
4
, t&
r2_2(d(x))
4 + ,
Q+x, t(r)=B \x, r_(d(x))2 +_\t+
r2_2(d(x))
4
, t+
3r2_2(d(x))
4 + .
We prove a uniform interior Harnack inequality in the cylinder Qx, t(r).
Proposition 3.1. Let O # D, ’0, and K be a compact set in D . Assume
(A1), (A3), and (A4). Let u be a nonnegative solution of (1.1) in D_(’, T ).
Then there exists a positive constant C such that
sup
Q&x, t(r)
uC inf
Q+x, t(r)
u (3.1)
for all (x, t) # [D"K]_(’, T ) and 0<r1 with Qx, t(r)/D_(’, T ).
Proof. Let (x0 , t0) # [D"K]_(’, T ) and 0<r1 such that Qx0 , t0(r)/
D_(’, T ). Set
y=
2G&12(x0)(x&x0)
r_(d(x0))
, {=
t&t0
r2_2(d(x0))
,
(3.2)
u~ ( y, {)=u(x, t), A ( y, {)=4G&12(x0) A(x, t) G&12(x0),
b ( y, {)=2r_(d(x0)) G&12(x0) b(x, t), V ( y, {)=r2_2(d(x0)) V(x, t).
Then u~ satisfies the parabolic equation
{u~ = :
N
i, j=1
 j (a~ ij ( y, {)  i u~ )+ :
N
i=1
b i ( y, {)  i u~ &V ( y, {) u~
in B(0, 2)_(&1, 1), (3.3)
where {={,  i=yi , i=1, 2, ..., N, A =[a~ ij ( y, {)]Ni, j=1 , b =
[b i ( y, {)]Ni=1 . By (A1), (A3), and (3.2),
4+:&11 IA ( y, {)4+
&1:1I, ( y, {) # B(0, 2)_(&1, 1), (3.4)
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where I is the identity matrix. On the other hand, by (A1) and (A3),
(G&1(x0) b(x, t), b(x, t)):1(G&1(x) b(x, t), b(x, t))
+&1:1(A&1b, b)(x, t)
for all (x, t) # Qx0 , t0(r). This together with (A4)(i) implies
sup
&1<{<1 \|B(0, 2) |b |2p dy+
1p

4:1 r2
+
_2(d(x0)) sup
’<t<T \|B(x0 , r_(d(x0))) (A
&1b, b) p dx+
1p

4:1 r2& pN
+
_2(d(x0)) sup
0<t<T \|B(x0 , _(d(x0))) (A
&1b, b) p dx+
1p
4:1 :2 +.
Similarly, by (A4)(i) and (A4)(ii), we have
sup
&1<{<1 \|B(0, 2) |V | p dy+
1p
r2&Np_2(d(x0)) sup
’<t<T \|B(x0 , _(d(x0))) |V |
p dx+
1p
_2(d(x0)) sup
0<t<T _\|B(x0 , _(d(x0))) |V
+| p dx+
1p
+\|B(x0 , _(d(x0))) |V
&| p dx+
1p
&
:2+:3 . (3.6)
Therefore, by Lemma 2.3 and (3.3)(3.6), there exists a positive constant C
such that
sup
B(0, 1)_(&34, &14)
u~ C inf
B(0, 1)_(14, 34)
u~ .
This implies (3.1), and the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. K
Proposition 3.2. Let O # D and ’0. Let K be a compact set of D .
Assume (A1), (A3), and (A4). Let u be a nonnegative solution of (1.1) in
D_(’, T ). Let x # D and R0 be a constant such that K/B(O, R0). Assume
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that there exist a constant { # (0, 1) and a curve # # Lip([0, 1] : B(O, R0) _
D{) with #(0)=O and #(1)=x. Then, for any $ # (0, T), there exists a
positive constant C independent of x, such that
u(x, t)( sup
’+$2‘T&$4
z # B(O, R0)
u(z, ‘)) exp(CL(#) _&1(L(#))+C ), (3.7)
u(x, t)( inf
’+$4‘T&$2
z # B(O, R0)
u(z, ‘)) exp(&CL(#) _&1(L(#))&C ), (3.8)
for all ’+$<t<T&$.
Proof. If x # B(O, R0), we get (3.7) and (3.8) easily. So we prove the
inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) for the case x # D"B(O, R0). Let s0 # [0, 1) such
that d(#(s0))=R0 and d(#(s))>R0 , s>s0 . Let c is a constant to be chosen
later such that 0<cmin(1, _&1(0) - $2). Then there exist a positive
integer n and a sequence [sj]nj=1 with 0<s0<s1< } } } <sn&1<sn=1 such
that
#(s) # B \#(sj), c2 {_(L(#))+ (3.9)
for all sjs<sj+1 , j=0, ..., n&1, and
#(sj+1) # B(#(s j), c{_(L(#))) (3.10)
for all j=0, ..., n&2 if n2. Since
L(#)|
sj
0
&#* (s)&#(s) dsd(#(s j)), j=0, ..., n,
we have from (3.9)
#(s) # B(#(sj), c{_(L(#)))/B(#(sj), c{_(d(#(s j))))/D (3.11)
for sjs<sj+1 , j=0, ..., n&1. Furthermore, if n2, by (2.1), (3.9), and
(3.10),
|
sj+1
sj
&#* (s)&#(s) ds
1
:121 |
sj+1
sj
&#* (s)&#(sj) ds
1
2:121
c{_(L(#)).
This implies
n1+2:121
L(#)
c{_(L(#))
. (3.12)
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Fix t # (’, T&$2). Set
t0=t, tj+1=t j&c2{2_2(L(#)), j=0, ..., n&1. (3.13)
We define the cylinders Qj , Q\j as
Qj=B(#(sj), c{_(L(#)))_(tj&c2{2_2(L(#)), tj+c2{2_2(L(#))),
Q&j =B \#(sj), c{2 _(L(#))+
_\t j&3c
2{2
4
_2(L(#)), tj&
c2{2
4
_2(L(#))+ , (3.14)
Q+j =B \#(sj), c{2 _(L(#))+
_\t j+c
2{2
4
_2(L(#)), tj+
3c2{2
4
_2(L(#))+ ,
for all j=0, ..., n&1. Then, by (P1), (3.12), and (3.13), there exists a
positive constant C3 such that
tn&c2{2_2(L(#))t&(n+1) c2{2_2(L(#))t&C3 c. (3.15)
Set c=min(1, _(0) - $2, $2C3). Then by (3.11), (3.12), (3.14), and (3.15),
Qj /B(#(sj), {_(d(#(s j))))_(’, T )/D_(’, T ), j=0, ..., n&1.
By Proposition 3.1, there exists a positive constant C1 such that
sup
Qj
&
uC1 inf
Qj
+
u, j=0, ..., n&1. (3.16)
Since Q+j+1 & Q
&
j {<, j=0, ..., n&2 if n2, by (3.12) and (3.16), we have
sup
Qn
&
uC n1 inf
Q
0
+
uinf
Q
0
+
u } exp[C2 L(#) _&1(L(#))+C2] (3.17)
for some positive constant C2 . By (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17), there exists a
constant t
*
# (0, $2) such that
u(x, t&t
*
)( sup
t&t*‘t+$4
z # B(O, R0)
u(z, ‘)) exp[C2L(#) _&1(L(#))+C2]
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for all ’+$<t<T&$2. By the arbitrariness of t, we get the inequality
(3.7) for the case x  B(O, R0). Similarly, we get the inequality (3.8) for the
case x  B(O, R0), and the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. K
4. GROWTH ESTIMATES OF THE SOLUTIONS IN DT
In this section we obtain the growth estimate of nonnegative solutions of
(1.1)(1.3). The aim of this section is to obtain the following
Proposition 4.1. Assume (A1)(A5). Let R0 be a sufficiently large
positive constant. Let u be a nonnegative solutions of (1.1)(1.3) in DT . Then,
for any $>0, there exists a positive constant C such that
u(x, t)( sup
0‘T&$8
z # B(O, B0)
u(z, ‘)) exp[Cd(x) _&1(Cd(x))] (4.1)
for any (x, t) # D_(0, T&$).
In order to prove Proposition 4.1, we need two lemmas. The first one is
the following
Lemma 4.2. Let O # D. Assume (A1), (A3), and (A5)(i). For x # D and
r>0, set
n(x, r)=x+rH&1(x) eN .
For 0<r<min(12, 1:124 ), there exists a positive constant { # (0, r) such
that
n(x, r) # D{ . (4.2)
Proof. Let x # D. By (A5)(i), there exists a Lipschitz function . with
Lipschitz constant m such that
H(x)[D & BH(x)(x, 1)&x]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, zN) | zN>.(z$), z$ # RN&1];
H(x)[D & BH(x)(x, 1)&x]=B(0, 1) & [(z$, .(z$) | z$ # RN&1].
Here m is a constant independent of x. Then, for 0<r12,
B \reN , r- 1+m2+/B(0, 1) & [(z$, zN) | zN>.(z$), z$ # RN&1].
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This together with (2.2) implies
BG&12(x) \n(x, r), r_(d(x))- :4(1+m2)+/BH(x) \n(x, r),
r
- 1+m2+
/D & BH(x)(x, 1). (4.3)
Let r be a constant such that 0<r<min(12, 1:124 ). By (2.2),
&n(x, r)&x&x=r &H&1(x) eN &x:124 r &H
&1(x) eN &H(x)=r:124 <1.
(4.4)
By (2.2) and (4.4), we have
n(x, r) # B(x, _(d(x))).
This together with (2.4) and (4.3) implies
B \n(x, r), r_(d(n(x, r)))2 - :1 :4(1+m2)+/D & BH(x)(x, 1). (4.5)
Therefore there exists a positive constant { such that n(x, r) # D{ , and the
proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete. K
The second lemma is obtained by the boundary Harnack inequality
given in Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 4.3. Let O # D and K be a compact set in D . Assume (A1),
(A3)(A5). Let u be a nonnegative solutions of (1.1)(1.3) in DT . Then, for
any $>0, there exists a positive constant C such that
u( y, t)Cu(n(x, r), t+2r2_2(d(x))) (4.6)
for all
0<r<
1
4
min \1, - $_(0)+ , (x, t) # [D"K]_(0, T&$),
y # D & BH(x)(x, r).
Proof. Let (x0 , t0) # (D"K )_(0, T&$). Let r1 be a positive constant
such that 0<r1min(1, - $_(0)). Then
t0+r21 _
2(d(x0))<T. (4.7)
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Put
y=
1
r1
H(x0)(x&x0), {=
t&t0
r21_
2(d(x0))
,
(4.8)
u~ ( y, {)=u(x, t), A ( y, {)=_2(d(x0))t H(x0) A(x, t) H(x0),
b ( y, {)=r1_2(d(x0))t H(x0) b(x, t), V ( y, {)=r21_
2(d(x0)) V(x, t).
By (A5)(i), (4.7), and (4.8), the function u~ satisfies the parabolic equation
{u~ = :
N
i, j=1
 j (a~ ij ( y, {)  iu~ )+ :
N
i=1
b i ( y, {)  iu~ &V ( y, {) u~
in E_(&1, 1), (4.9)
E# B(0, 1) & [( y$, yN) | yn>.( y$), y$ # RN&1],
where {={,  i=yi , i=1, 2, ..., N, A =[a~ ij ( y, {)]Ni, j=1 , b =
[b i ( y, {)]Ni=1 . Here . is a Lipschitz function on R
N&1 with the Lipschitz
constant m independent of x0 . By (1.8) and the same argument as in
Proposition 3.1, we have
+(:1:4)&1 IA ( y, {)+&1:1:4I,
(4.10)
( y, {) # E_(&1, 1),
sup
&1<{<1 \|E |b |2p dy+
1p

:1 :4r2& pN1
+
_2(d(x0))
_ sup
0<t<T \|D & B(x0 , _(d(x0))) (A
&1b, b) p dx+
1p

:1:2 :4
+
, (4.11)
sup
&1<{<1 \|E |V | p dy+
1p
r2&Np1 _
2(d(x0))
_ sup
0<t<T \|D & B(x0 , _(d(x0))) |V |
p dx+
1p
:2+:3 . (4.12)
By (1.2),
u~ =0 on B(0, 1) & [( y$, .( y)) | y$ # RN&1].
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By Lemma 2.4, there exists a positive constant C such that
u~ ( y, {)Cu~ (r2eN , 2r22) in (E & B(0, r2))_(&r
2
2 , r
2
2), 0<r2<
1
4 .
This implies (4.6), and the proof of Lemma 4.3 is complete. K
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let R0 be a sufficiently large positive constant
such that R01+r0+_(0) and
K/[ y # D | B( y, _(d(x))) & K{<]/B(O, R0). (4.13)
Let { be a sufficiently small positive constant. Let $>0 and x # D{ _
B(O, r0). By (A5)(i) and the definition of the intrinsic distance d, there exist
positive constants {1 and C1 and a curve # # Lip([0, 1] : B(O, R0) _ D{1)
with #(0)=O and #(1)=x such that
L(#)C1d(x).
Then, by Proposition 3.2, there exists a positive constant C2 such that
u(x, t)( sup
0‘T&$8
z # B(O, B0)
u(z, ‘)) exp(C2d(x) _&1(C2 d(x))) (4.14)
for 0<t<T&$2.
Let 0<t<T&$ and y # D"[D{ _ B(O, R0)]. Then, by (4.13), there
exists a point z # D"K such that z # B( y, {_(d( y))). By (2.1), (2.2), and
(2.4),
&y&z&H(z):124 _&1(d(z)) &y&z&z
(:1 :4)12 _&1(d(z)) &y&z&y
<{(:1:4)12
_(d( y))
_(d(z))

3
2
{(:1 :4)12.
Let r be a positive constant such that
0<r<min \14 ,
- $2
4_(0)
,
1
- :4+ .
Then, taking sufficiently small { so that 3{(:1:4)122<r if necessary, we
apply Lemma 4.3 to the nonnegative solution u. Then there exists a positive
constant C3 such that
u( y, t)C3 u(n(z, r), t+2r2_2(d(z))), t+2r2_2(d(z))<T&$2.
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By Lemma 4.2, there exists a positive constant {2 such that n(z, r) # D{2 .
Therefore, in the same way as in the inequality (4.14), there exists a
positive constant C3 such that
u( y, t)( sup
0‘T&$8
z # B(O, R0)
u(z, ‘)) exp(C3 d(n(z, r)) _&1(C3 d(n(z, r)))). (4.15)
On the other hand, by (1.6), (2.4), and (4.4),
d(n(z, r))d( y)+d( y, z)+d(z, n(z, r))
d( y)+C4(&y&z&y+&z&n(z, r)&z)d( y)+C5
for some constants C4 and C5 . Therefore, by (4.15), there exists a positive
constant C6 such that
u( y, t)( sup
0‘T&$8
z # B(O, R0)
u(z, ‘)) exp(C6 d( y) _&1(C6 d( y)))
for ( y, t) # [D"(D{ _ B(O, R0))]_(0, T&$). Hence, combining the inequa-
lity (4.14), we obtain the inequality (4.1), and the proof of Proposition 4.1
is complete. K
5. VOLUME ESTIMATES
In this section we give the volume estimate of B(O, R) as R  . We
first obtain the following proposition, which is obtained in the similar way
to in [IM2].
Proposition 5.1. Let O # D and assume (A1), (A3), and (A5). For {>0,
put
d{(x)=inf[L(#) | # # Lip([0, 1]: B(O, r0) _ D{), #(0)=O, #(1)=x],
x # D{ ,
and
B{(O, R)=[x # D{ | d{(x)<R], R>0.
Let R0 be a sufficiently large positive constant such that R0r0 . Then, for
0<{1, there exists a positive constant C such that
|B{(O, R)|exp(CR_&1(CR)), R>R0 . (5.1)
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Proof. Let O # D, 0<{11, and RR0 , where R0 is a sufficiently
large positive constant. By (A5)(ii), for any x # D{1 , there exist positive
constants C1 and {2 and a curve # # Lip([0, 1] : B(0, r0) _ D{2) with
#(0)=O and #(1)=x such that
L(#)C1R.
Let E be a bounded domain with the smooth boundary E such that
E$#{ y # D } y # B \z, {22 _(d(z))+ , z # B{2(O, C1R)=/E/D.
Then we have
.
0s1
B \#(s), {$2 _(d(#(s)))+/E, B{1(O, R)/E$/E. (5.2)
Let r>0 such that B(O, 2r)/B{1(O, R0). Consider the CauchyDirichlet
problem
t v= :
N
i, j=1
j (aij (x, t) iv) in E_(0, T ),
(5.3)
v(x, y)=0 on E_(0, T ), v(x, 0)=/B(O, r) in E,
where /B(O, r) is the characteristic function of the ball B(O, r). By the results
of Section 4 in [LSU, Chap. 3], there exists a unique solution v of (5.3)
which belongs to L((0, T ): L2(E )) & L2((0, T) : H 10(E )). Furthermore, let
v
*
and w be solutions of the CauchyDirichlet problems
t v= :
N
i, j=1
j (aij (x, t) iv) in B(O, 2r)_(0, T ),
(5.4)
v(x, y)=0 on B(O, 2r)_(0, T ), v(x, 0)=/B(O, r) in B(O, 2r)
and
&tw= :
N
i, j=1
j (aij (x, t)  iw) in E_\0, T2 + ,
(5.5)
w(x, y)=0 on E_\0, T2 + , w \x,
T
2 +=/B{(O, R) in E,
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respectively. Then, by (5.3) and (5.5),
|
E
v \x, T2 + w \x,
T
2 + dx=|E v(x, 0) w(x, 0) dx. (5.6)
By the standard calculations, we obtain
&w( } , 0)&L2(E )&w( } , T2)&L2(E )|B{(O, R)|.
This together with (5.6) implies
|
E
v \x, T2 + w \x,
T
2 + dx|B(O, r)| 12 |B{(O, R)|12. (5.7)
On the other hand, by the maximum principle, v
*
is a nonnegative function
in B(O, 2r)_(0, T). Furthermore, by the comparison principle and the
interior Harnack inequality,
inf
T8t7T8
z # B(O, r)
v(z, t)%# inf
T8t7T8
z # B(O, r)
v
*
(z, t)>0. (5.8)
Here we remark that the constant % is independent of R. Therefore, by
Proposition 3.2, (5.2), and (5.8), there exists a positive constant C2 such
that
v \x, T2 +% exp(&C2R_&1(C2R)), x # B{(O, R).
This implies
|
E
v \x, T2 + w \x,
T
2 + dx% exp(&C2 R_&1(C2 R)) |B{(O, R)|. (5.9)
By (5.7) and (5.9),
|B{(O, R)|exp(C3R_&1(C3R))
for some constant C3 , and the proof of Proposition 5.1 is complete. K
Proposition 5.2. Assume (A1), (A3), and (A5). Let R0 be a sufficiently
large constant. Then there exists a positive constant C such that
|B(O, R)|exp(CR_&1(CR)), R>R0 . (5.10)
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Proof. Let R0 be a sufficiently large positive constant and {1 a
sufficiently small positive constant. For R>R0 , let
E(R)=[ y # D | y # BH(x)(x, 1), x # D, d(x)R].
By (A5)(ii), Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, there exist positive constants C1 and {2
such that
B(O, R)"D{1 /E(2R), (5.11)
B(O, R) & D{1 /B{2(O, C1 R). (5.12)
Furthermore there exist a positive integer n and points [xj]nj=1 /D such
that d(x j)2R, j=1, ..., n, and
BH(xj)(xj , 1)/B(O, 3R), j=1, ..., n, (5.13)
BH(xi)(xi , 1) & BH(xj)(x j , 1)=< if i{j, (5.14)
BH(x)(x, 1) & \.
n
j=1
BH(xj)(xj , 1)+{< if x # D, d(x)2R.
(5.15)
By Lemma 2.2 and (5.15), there exists a positive constant C2 such that
E(2R)/ .
n
j=1
BH(xj)(x j , C2). (5.16)
Let r be a sufficiently small positive constant. Fix j # [1, ..., n]. By (4.5),
there exists a positive constant C3 independent of j such that
B(n(xj , r), C3 _(d(n(xj , r))))/D & BH(xj)(xj , 1).
Let {3 be a sufficiently small positive constant such that C3 {31. Let
y # B(n(xj , r), C3{3_(d(n(xj , r)))), z # B( y, {3_(d( y))).
Then, by (2.1) and (2.2),
&z&n(xj , r)&n(xj , r)&z& y&n(xj , r)+&y&n(xj , r)&n(xj , r)
<:121 &z& y&y+C3{3_(d(n(xj , r)))
<:121 {3 _(d( y))+C3{3 _(d(n(xj , r)))
( 32:
12
1 +C3) {3 _(d(n(xj , r))).
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Taking a sufficiently small {3 so that (3:121 2+C3) {3C3 if necessary, we
have z # D. This implies
B(n(xj , r), C3 {3 _(d(n(xj , r))))/D{3 & BH(xj)(xj , 1). (5.17)
By (4.4), n(xj , r) # B(xj , _(d(xj))). By (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), and (5.17),
Ej #BH(xj) \n(x j , r), C3 {32(:1 :4)12+
/BG &12(xj) \n(x j , r), C3{32:121 _(d(xj))+
/B(n(xj , r), C3 {3_(d(xj , r)))
/D{3 & BH(xj)(xj , 1).
Furthermore, there exists a positive constant C4 such that
|BH(xj)(xj , C2)|C4 |Ej |. (5.19)
By (5.14), (5.17), and (5.18), Ei & Ej=< for i{j. Then, by (5.16), (5.19),
and (5.13),
|E(2R)| :
n
j=1
|BH(xj)(xj , C2)|C4 :
n
j=1
|Ej |
=C4 } .
n
j=1
Ej }C4 }D{3 & \.
n
j=1
BH(xj)(x j , 1)+} . (5.20)
By (A5)(ii) and (5.13), there exist positive constants C5 and {4 such that
D{3 & \.
n
j=1
BH(xj)(xj , 1)+/D{3 & B{3(O, 3R)/B{4(O, C5R). (5.21)
By (5.11), (5.12), (5.20), and (5.21), we have
|B(O, R)||B{2(O, C1R)|+C4 |B{4(O, C5 R)|.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.1, there exists a positive constant C6 such that
|B(O, R)|exp(C6R_&1(C5R)),
and the proof of Proposition 5.2 is complete. K
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6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.3
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For any $>0, by Propositions 4.1 and 5.2, there
exist positive constants C1 and C2 such that
|
T&$
0
|
B(O, R)"B(O, R2)
u2(x, t) dx dtexp(C1R_&1(C2R)), R>1.
The condition (A3) holds with _(s) replaced by _~ (s)=_(C2s). Therefore
we have only to prove Theorem 1.3. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By (A3), (A4), and by applying a similar
method as in Proposition 2.3 of [IM2], there exist 0c1<1, 0<c2<1,
and C>0 such that c1+c2<1 and
|
B(O, R) _
1
4c2
(A&1b, b)(x, t)+V &(x, t)& 2(x) dx
c1 |
B(O, R)
(A {, {) dx+CR_&1(R) |
B(O, R)
2(x) dx (6.1)
for any R>1 and  # C 0 (B(O, R)). Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1 in
[IM2], (1.5) and (1.6),
+(A(x, t) {d(x), {d(x))+&1, x # D, t # (0, T). (6.2)
By (1.11), (6.1), (6.2), and (P2), we apply the same method as in [IM2]
to the solution of (1.1)(1.3), and we have u#0 in DT . Therefore the proof
of Theorem 1.3 is complete. K
7. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR (A5)(ii)
In this section we give a sufficient condition for (A5)(ii) to hold, that is,
we give the following
Proposition 7.1. Let O # D and K be a compact set in D such that
O # K. Assume (A1), (A3), and (A5)(i). Furthermore assume
(A6) Assume that there exists a positive constant :5 such that
&n(x)&n( y)&x:5 &x& y&x , y # D & BH(x)(x, 1), x # D"K, (7.1)
where n(x)=H &1(x) eN .
Then (A5)(ii) holds true.
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Let r1 be a constant such that K/B(O, r1). By Lemma 2.2, there exists
a constant r2 such that
[x # D | x # B( y, _(d( y))), y # D , B( y, _(d( y))) & K{<]/B(O, r2).
For x # D and r>0, set n(x, r)=x+rn(x). Put
N(&, x)=[n(x, r) | r # (0, &)], x # D, &>0,
N(&)=[n(x, r) | x # D, r # (0, &)], &>0.
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2, there exists a constant r3 such that r3r2+1
and
B(O, r2) _ \ .
N(1, x) & B(O, r2){<
x # D
N(1, x)+/B(O, r3).
In order to prove Proposition 7.1, we need several lemmas.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose the same assumptions as those of Proposition 7.1.
Then there exist positive constants &, {, and C such that
C&1[&x& y&z+|r&s| _(d(z))]&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&z
C[&x& y&z+|r&s| _(d(z))] (7.2)
for all z # D"K, x, y # D & BH(z)(z, {), and r, s # (0, &).
Proof. Let & and { be sufficiently small positive constants. Let z # D"K
and x, y # D & BH(z)(z, {). Then, by (2.2), x, y # B(z, :124 {_(d(z))). Taking
a sufficiently small { if necessary, by Lemma 2.2, we have
1
2_(d(z))_(d(x))
3
2_(d(z)). (7.3)
Taking sufficiently small { so that 3:121 :4{1 if necessary, by (2.1), (2.2),
and (7.3), we have
&x& y&H(x):124 _
&1(d(x)) &x& y&x(:1:4)12 _&1(d(x)) &x& y&z
<2:121 :4 {_
&1(d(x)) _(d(z))3:121 :4{1.
This implies y # D & BH(x)(x, 1).
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We prove the right-hand side inequality in (7.2). By (2.1), (2.2), and
(7.3),
&n(x)&z:121 &n(x)&x(:1:4)
12 _(d(x))(H 2(x) n(x), n(x)) 12
(:1:4)12 _(d(x)) 32 (:1:4)
12 _(d(z)). (7.4)
By (2.1) and (7.1),
&n(x)&n( y)&z:121 &n(x)&n( y)&x:
12
1 :5 &x& y&x:1:5 &x& y&z .
(7.5)
By (7.4) and (7.5), we have
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&z&x& y&z+&(r&s) n(x)&z+s &n(x)&n( y)&z
&x& y&z+C1 |r&s| _(d(z))+C1 &x& y&z
(C1+1)(&x& y&z+|r&s| _(d(z)))
for some positive constant C1 . So we obtain the right-hand side inequality
in (7.2).
Next we prove the left-hand side inequality in (7.2). By (2.1) and (7.5),
we have
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&z&x& y+(r&s) n(x)&z&&s(n(x)&n( y))&z
:&121 &x& y+(r&s) n(x)&x&:1 :5 & &x& y&z . (7.6)
Set
m1(x)=
(n(x), y&x) H(x)
&x& y&2H(x)
( y&x), m2(x)=n(x)&m1(x).
Then ( y&x, n2(x)) H(x)=0 and (m1(x), m2(x)) =0. By (2.2),
&x& y+(r&s) n(x)&x:&124 _(d(x)) &x& y+(r&s) n(x)&H(x)
 12:
&12
4 _(d(x))[&x& y+(r&s) m1(x)&H(x)
+|r&s| &m2(x)&H(x) ]. (7.7)
Furthermore, we have
&m2(x)&H(x)1&
|(n(x), y&x) H(x) |
&x& y&H(x)
. (7.8)
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Since y # D & BH(x)(x, 1), by (A5)(i), there exists a positive constant m
independent of x, such that
|(n(x), x& y) H(x) |
&x& y&H(x)
=
|(eN , !) |
|!|

m
- 1+m2
, !=H(x)( y&x) # B(0, 1).
This together with (7.8) implies
&m2(x)&H(x)1&
m
- 1+m2
C2 (7.9)
for some positive constant C2 . By (7.6)(7.9), we have
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&zC3_(d(x))[&x& y+(r&s) m1(x)&H(x)+|r&s| ]
&:1:5 & &x& y&z (7.10)
for some constant C3 . If &x& y&H(x)2 |r&s|, by (2.1), (2.2), (7.3), and
(7.10), we have
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&zC3_(d(x)) _14 &x& y&H(x)+
1
2
|r&s|&
&:1:5 & &x& y&z
[C4&:1 :5&] &x& y&z+
C3 _(d(x))
2
|r&s| (7.11)
for some constant C4 . On the other hand, if &x& y&x>2 |r&s|, by (2.1),
we have
&x& y+(r&s) m1(x)&H(x)\1& |r&s|&x& y&H(x) + &x& y&H(x)
1
2
&x& y&H(x) .
This together with (7.10) and (1.8) implies
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&z(C5&:1:5&) &x& y&z+C3_(d(x)) |r&s| (7.12)
for some constant C5 . Taking a sufficiently small & so that 0<&<min
(C4 , C5)2:1:5 if necessary, by (7.11) and (7.12), we have
&n(x, r)&n( y, s)&z
min(C4 , C5)
2
&x& y&z+
C3 _(d(x))
2
|r&s|.
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Therefore we get the left-hand side inequality in (7.2), and the proof of
Lemma 7.2 is complete. K
Lemma 7.3. Suppose the same assumptions as those of Proposition 7.1.
Then there exists a positive constant & such that the map n : [D"K]_(0, &)
 D is injective.
Proof. Let & be a sufficiently small positive constant. Assume that there
exist points x, y # D"K and r, s # (0, &) such that n(x, r)=n( y, s). Since &
is sufficiently small, by (7.2), there exists a constants C1 such that
n(x, r) # B(x, C1&_(d(x))), n( y, s) # B( y, C1 &_(d( y))).
These together with (2.4) imply
1
2_(d(x))_(d(n(x, r)))
3
2_(d(x)),
1
2_(d( y))_(d(n( y, s)))
3
2_(d( y)).
So we have
1
4_(d(x))_(d( y))
9
4 _(d(x)).
This together with (2.1) implies
&x& y&x&x&n(x, r)&x+&y&n( y, s)&x
&x&n(x, r)&x+:121 &y&n( y, s)&n( y, s)
&x&n(x, r)&x+:1 &y&n( y, s)&y
<C1 &[_(d(x))+:1 _(d( y))]
C2 &_(d(x))
for some constant C2 . Therefore, by (1.8), we have
&x& y&H(x):124 _
&1(d(x)) &x& y&x<C2:124 &.
Taking sufficiently small & if necessary, by (7.2), we obtain x= y and r=s.
Then the map n : [D"K]_(0, &)  D is injective. So the proof of Lemma
7.3 is complete. K
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Lemma 7.4. Suppose the same assumptions as those of Proposition 7.1.
Then there exist constants c1 , c2 # (0, 1) such that for any sufficiently small
positive constant &,
D & B(x, c1&_(d(x)))/ .
y # D & BH(x)(x, 1)
N( y, &),
(7.13)
x # D"B(O, r2),
D"[Dc2& _ B(O, r3)]/ .
x # D"B(O, r2)
(D & B(x, c1 &_(d(x)))). (7.14)
Proof. Let & be a sufficiently small positive constant. By (7.2), we see
that there exists a positive constant c1 # (0, 1) such that (7.13) holds. Let
y # D"[Dc2& _ B(O, r3)], where c2 # (0, 1] is a constant to be chosen later.
Then there exists a point z # D such that
z # D & B( y, c2&_(d( y))).
By Lemma 2.2,
d(z)d( y)&d( y, z)r2+1&Cc2&_(0)
for some positive constant C. Taking a sufficiently small & if necessary, we
have z # D"B(O, r2). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2, there exists a positive
constant C$ such that _(d( y))C$_(d(z)). This together with (2.1) implies
&y&z&z:121 &y&z&y<:
12
1 c2&_(d( y))C$:
12
1 c2&_(d(z)).
By setting c2=min(1, c1 C$:121 ), we have y # B(z, c1 &_(d(z))). Therefore
the proof of Lemma 7.4 is complete. K
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Put r4=r3+1. Let { be a sufficiently small
positive constant. Let x # D{ and # # Lip([0, 1] : D ) with #(0)=O and
#(1)=x. Then, it suffices to prove the following: there exist positive con-
stants C and {$, independent of x and #, and a curve #~ # Lip([0, 1] : D ) with
#~ (0)=O and #~ (0)=x such that
#~ (s) # B(O, r4) _ D{$ , 0s1 (7.15)
and
L(#~ )CL(#)+C. (7.16)
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, there exists a positive constant &0 such that
D{ & N(&)=<, 0<&<&0 . (7.17)
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Let & be a sufficiently small constant such that 0<&<&0 . Let c1 and c2 be
constants given in Lemma 7.4. By Lemma 7.4,
D=B(O, r3) _ Dc2& _ N(&).
Then, by (7.17), x # B(O, r3) or x # Dc2& . If x # B(O, r3), by the definition of
the distance d, there exists a curve # # Lip([0, 1] : B(O, r4)) such that
L(#)r4=r3+1. So (7.15) and (7.16) hold. So it suffices that (7.15) and
(7.16) hold for the case
x # Dc2&"[B(O, r3) _ N(&)].
Then there exists a point s
*
# (0, 1) such that
d(O, #(s
*
))=r3 , d(O, #(s))>r3 , s*<s1. (7.18)
In the same way as in the case x # B(O, r3), there exists a curve #* # Lip
([0, 1]: D ) such that
#
*
(s) # B(0, r4), 0ss* , |
s*
0
&#*
*
(s)&#*(s) dsr4 ,
#
*
(s)=#(s)  B(O, r2), s*s1.
Then if #
*
(s
*
) # N(&$), there exists a point z # D"K such that #
*
(s
*
) #
N(1, z). Put
#1(s)=
#
*
(2s)
if 0ss
*
2,
2
s
*
_(s*&s) #*(s*)+\s&s*2 + n(z, &)&
if s
*
2ss
*
,
1&s
*
2 _(s&s*) #*(s*)+\
s
*
+1
2
&s+ n(z, &)&
if s
*
s
s
*
+1
2
,
#
* \ 21&s
*
\s&s*+12 ++
2s
*
1&s
*
(1&s)+
if
s
*
+1
2
s1.
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Since & is sufficiently small, by (7.18) and Lemmas 2.2 and 7.3, we have
#1(s) # B(O, r4), 0ss* , #1(s*)  N(&$),
#1(s)  B(O, r2), s*s1,
where &$=c1&2. Furthermore there exits a positive constant C1 such that
L(#1)L(#*)+C1L(#)+r4+C1 .
So we may assume, without loss of generality, that #
*
(s
*
)  N(&$). Further-
more, if
[#
*
(s) | s
*
<s1] & N(&$)=<,
by Lemma 7.4,
[#
*
(s) | s
*
<s1]/Dc2&$ ,
we have
#
*
(s) # B(O, r4) _ Dc2& , 0s1, L(#*)L(#)+r4+C1 .
So we consider only the case that there exists a point s0 # [s*, 1) such that#
*
(s0) # N(&$). Then there exists an interval [s1 , s2]/(s*, 1) withs0 # [s1 , s2] such that
#
*
(s) # N(&$), s1<s<s2 , #*(s1), #*(s2) # .
x # D
[n(x, &$)]. (7.19)
Then #
*
(s) # D "B(O, r2), s1<s<s2 , and by Lemma 7.2, there exist two
curves l1 # C([s1 , s2] : D"K) and l2 # C([s1 , s2]: [0, &$)) such that
#
*
(s)=n(l1(s), l2(s)), s1ss2 .
Put
#2(s)=n(l1(s), &$), s1ss2 . (7.20)
Then there exist two finite sequences [qi]n+1i=1 with s1=q1< } } } <qn<
qn+1=s2 and [zi]ni=1 /D"K such that
l1(q), #*(q), #2(q) # BH(zi)(zi , 2&$), qiqqi+1 , i=1, ..., n. (7.21)
By Lemma 7.2,
l1 , #2 # Lip([qi , qi+1]: BH(zi)(z i , 2&$)), l2 # Lip([qi , qi+1]: [0, &)),
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for i=1, ..., n. Furthermore there exists a positive constant C2 such that
|
qi+1
qi
&#* 2(q)&zi dqC2 |
qi+1
qi
&l4 1(q)&zi dq
C 22 |
qi+1
qi
&#*
*
(q)&zi dq, i=1, ..., n. (7.22)
Then, by Lemma 2.1, (7.21), and (7.22),
|
s2
s1
&#* 2(s)&#1(s) ds= :
n
i=1
|
qi+1
qi
&#* 2(q)&#1(q) dq
:121 :
n
i=1
|
qi+1
qi
&#* 2(q)&zi dq
C 22:
12
1 :
n
i=1
|
qi+1
qi
&#*
*
(q)&zi dq
C 22:1 :
n
i=1
|
qi+1
qi
&#*
*
(q)&#*(q) dq
=C 22:1 |
s2
s1
&#*
*
(s)&#*(s) ds.
Furthermore, by (7.20),
#2(s) # Dc2 &$ , s1ss2 .
Repeating this argument, we see that there exists a curve #~ # Lip([0, 1] : D )
such that
#~ (s) # B(O, r4) _ Dc2 &$ , 0s1,
L(#~ )C 22L(#*)C
2
2 L(#)+C
2
1(r4+C1).
Therefore (7.15) and (7.16) hold with {$ replaced by c2&$. Therefore the
proof of Proposition 7.1 is complete. K
As a corollary of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 7.1, we have the following
result.
Theorem 7.5. Assume (A1)(A4), (A5)(i), and (A6). Then a nonnegative
solution of (1.1)(1.3) is identically zero on DT .
By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 7.5, we can obtain Theorem 1.2 easily.
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8. EXAMPLES
In this section we give several examples of cylinders where the unique-
ness of the positive Dirichlet problem holds. Consider the positive Cauchy
problem (1.1)(1.3). Assume that there exists a positive function g on
[0, ) such that
G(x)= g( |x| ) I, x # D . (8.1)
Set
f (x)=|
|x|
0
g&12(r) dr, x # D . (8.2)
We first consider the case that D is a Lipschitz domain defined by
D=[(x$, xN) | x$ # RN&1, xN>.(x$)], (8.3)
where . is a Lipschitz function on RN&1 with a Lipschitz constant m.
Theorem 8.1. Let
g(r)=(1+r);, ;2. (8.4)
Let _ be a nonincreasing positive Lipschitz function on [0, ) satisfying
(A3)(i). Assume (8.1) and (8.3). Furthermore assume that there exists a
positive constant C such that
|b(x, t)|2C(1+|x| ); _&1( f (x)) min( f (x), _&1( f (x))),
V&(x, t)C_&1( f (x)) min( f (x), _&1( f (x))), (8.5)
V+(x, t)C_&2( f (x)),
for all (x, t) # DT . Then UPD (i.e., the uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet
problem) for (1.1)(1.3) holds.
Proof. Let O=(0, .(0)+1). Then
d(O, x) f ( |x| )(1+o(1)), lim
x  
f (x)=. (8.6)
Furthermore
=_(d(O, x)) g12( |x| )=_(0)(1+|x| );2 12 |x| (1+o(1)) as |x|  ,
(8.7)
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for sufficiently small =>0. By (8.5)(8.7), (A2)(A4) hold. For x # D, set
H(x)=_&1(d(O, x)) g&12( |x| ) I.
Then (A5)(i) and (A6) holds, and the uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet
problem holds. K
Set
log( j+1)r=log(log( j)r), log(1)r=log r, j=1, 2, ...
for sufficiently large r>0. Then, in the similar way as in Example 51 in
[IM1] and the proof of Theorem 8.1, we have the following
Theorem 8.2. Let
g(r)=(r+R0)2 ‘
l&1
j=1
log( j)(r+R0)(log(l )(r+R0));, (8.8)
where l2, ;<1, and R0 is a constant such that log( j)(R0)>0, j=1, ..., l.
Let _ be a nonincreasing positive Lipschitz function on [0, ) satisfying
(A3)(i) such that
_&1(s)(s+R0) ‘
l&1
j=1
log( j)(s+R0), s>>1.
Assume (8.1), (8.3), and (8.5). Then UPD for (1.1)(1.3) holds.
Next we give an example of the cylinder shrinking as |x|   where the
uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet problem holds true.
Theorem 8.3. Let N3, ;2, and 0 be a bounded domain in RN&1.
Set
D=0h #{(x1 , x$) # RN } x1>1, x$h(x1) # 0= ,
where h is a positive Lipschitz function on [1, ). Assume (8.1), (8.4), and that
there exists a function . on [1, ) such that t&;2.(t) is a nonincreasing
positive Lipschitz function on [1, ) and
.(s)<h(s), s1, (8.9)
|

1
t&;.(t) dt=. (8.10)
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Furthermore assume (8.5) with _(s)=1(1+s). Then a nonnegative solution
of (1.1)(1.3) is identically zero on DT .
Proof. Let O be any point of D. Let _= be a function defined by
_=(s)={=(s+1)
&;(2&;) .(=&1(s+1)2(2&;)),
=e&s.(=&1es),
;<2,
;=2,
where = is a sufficiently small positive constant. Then _= is a nonincreasing
positive Lipschitz function, and
|

0
_=(s) ds=.
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 8.1, (A1)(A4) hold. Put
H(x)=_&1(d(O, x))(1+|x| )&;2 I.
Then (A5)(i) holds. Furthermore, by the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 in [M5], (A5)(ii) holds. Therefore UPD for (1.1)(1.3)
holds. K
Finally we give the following example of the positive Dirichlet problem,
which says that without the condition (A5)(i) with _ satisfying (A3)(i), the
uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet problem does not necessarily hold.
Example 8.4. Let D be a domain
D=[(x1 , x$) # RN | x1>0, |x$|<h(x1)],
where h is a positive Lipschitz function on [1, ). Let : # (&1, ) and
a11(x, t)=(:+1)2 x2:(:+1)1 ,
aij (x, t)=(x2:(:+1)1 +:
2x&2(:+1)1 x
2
i ) $ij ,
a1i (x, t)=ai1(x, t)=:(:+1) x (:&1)(:+1)1 xi ,
b1(x, t)=&2:(:+1) x (:&1)(:+1)1 ,
bi (x, t)=&2:2x&2(:+1)1 x i , i, j=2, 3, ..., N, V(x, t)=0,
for (x, t) # DT . Then the matrix A=[a ij]Ni, j=1 satisfies the condition (A1)
with
G(x)=(1+|x| )2:(1+:) I, x # D .
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Assume that t&:(:+1)h(t) is nonincreasing on [1, ) and
|

1
s&2:(:+1)h(s) ds=.
Then, by Theorem 8.3, the uniqueness of positive Dirichlet problem for
(1.1)(1.3) holds true.
Set v(x, x$, t)=u(x:+11 , x
:
1x$, t). Then v satisfies the heat equation vt=2v
in the domain
D =[(x1 , x$) # RN | x1>1, |x$|<x&:1 h(x
:+1
1 )].
By Theorem 1.2 in [M5], if
|

1
s&2:(:+1)h(s) ds<, (8.11)
there exists a positive solution of the positive Dirichlet problem, and so the
uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet problem does not hold. Furthermore,
by (8.11), (A5)(i) with _ satisfying (A3)(i) does not holds. Therefore,
without the condition (A5)(i) with the function _ satisfying (A3)(i), the
uniqueness of the positive Dirichlet problem does not necessarily hold.
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